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Abstract

In a development of real-time embedded systems, one
needs to consider at very early stages the platform on which
the systems are deployed. An explicit specification of system
resources enables in fact the specification of non-functional
properties. In this paper, as an attempt to define a formal
component model for real-time embedded systems, we pro-
pose to use resources as the first-class citizen at the contract
level of components. We show that this explicit specification
of resources enables not only the flexibility of the component
contract but also the specification of several non-functional
properties of systems. We show a way that the worst case
execution time (WCET) and the concurrency of component
methods are expressed and validated in terms of resources
that are available to the component in question.
Keywords:component-based real-time embedded systems,
concurrency, unifying theories of programming, resource
specification.

1 Introduction

Formal models for the component-based real-time em-
bedded systems have been recently an attractive research
topic [17, 7]. By formality, one refers to the formal specifi-
cation and verification of work-products, not only for their
functionality but also for their non-functional properties
such as timing and performance in which the concurrency
plays an important role.

A challenge for a component-based approach in real-
time embedded systems development is the fact that this
kind of systems strongly depend on the hardware they are
implemented with. The factors like CPU power, network
bandwidth and memory volume, really affect the perfor-
mance of the real-time embedded systems. In order to at-
tack this challenge, we have proposed to include an explicit

specification of the resources of component in the com-
ponent contract [5]. This specification describes the kind
of the resources the component needs and their associated
value when the component is instantiated.

By introducing the notion of the component resources,
the timing constraints of a component method can be ex-
pressed as a relation between the worst case execution time
(WCET) spent to carry out the method and the resources
provided to the component [5]. This adds more flexibility to
the existing approaches such as in PECOS model [7] which
specifies the memory consumption and WCET of methods
as constants.

The real-time requirement of a component based system
in general is achieved not only by the individual compo-
nents but also by their interactions. The implementation of
a method may depend on services from other components
which may be mutually exclusive in presence of concur-
rency. The component can provide correct services only if
its schedule invariantis satisfied. Here the schedule invari-
ant is the assumption of the component on how the schedule
handles the concurrent accesses to one of methods. A ques-
tion which has not been answered in [5] is how the compo-
nent schedule invariant is specified?

In our opinion, any scheduler must take into account the
ability of the concurrent use of methods in a component.
So one part ofschedule invariantshould contain the con-
currency specification of component methods. In differ-
ent modelling and programming languages like UML, Java,
the concurrency specification of component method is indi-
cated at the signature level, i.e at the component interface. It
seems that this specification approach is somehow explicit
but not precise because it does not describe :

1. how two different methods can be concurrently exe-
cuted, and

2. what is the maximum degree of concurrency of a given
method (i.e. how many instances of a method can run



concurrently at a time).

In this paper, we propose a solution for the two problems
mentioned above with an explicit and precise specification
of component method concurrency at the contract level. The
concurrency specification is composed of predicates indi-
cating how methods can be executed concurrently with each
other. This is in general related to the resource state. Fur-
thermore, the predicates also indicate the maximum degree
of concurrency of methods. Here, we also consider how the
resource constraints of a component affect the concurrency
degree. Two methods of a given component can be concur-
rently executed if their guards are guaranteed by the current
state of the component resources. In other words, resource
constraints of component can be used as a way to evaluate
the concurrency of methods.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the concept oftimed designto specify component methods.
Section 3 introduces thetimed contractconcept and a way
to explicitly specify the concurrency of methods of com-
ponents. Section 4 presents two models of components,
namely passive componentand active componentwhich
link specification (contract) and code of components. An ar-
chitecture and a development methodology which supports
our component model are presented in Section 5. A discus-
sion of related works is given in Section 6, and Section 7
concludes the paper.

2 Timed Design

A real-time embedded component when deployed is pro-
vided with resources (e.g. CPU, memory, and bandwidth).
To specify the resource constraints, we assume a fixed set
of integer variablesRES = {res1, ..., resn}. The variable
resi indicates a resource type, and its value represents the
amount of resources of the type assigned to a component.
A method should have a resource specification to specify
the resource requirements for its implementation which is
a predicate overRES. We introduce a temporal variable`
to represent the amount of time spent performing a method.
The value of̀ for a method should satisfy some condition
when the execution of the method terminates. This condi-
tion is represented as a predicate over`, RES and even the
input variables for the method. However, in this paper, for
simplicity, we do not consider the input variables in specifi-
cation of`.

We call the functional and timed specification of a
methodtimed designwhich is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Timed Design) Each component method
op(in, out) is specified by a so-called timed designD(op)
defined as〈α, FP, FR〉, where:

• α denotes the set of (program) variables used by the
methodop.

• FP denotes the functionality specification and is a
predicate of the form

p `f R =̂ ok ∧ p ⇒ ok′ ∧R

where p is the precondition of the methodop that
the method can rely on when activated, andR is the
post condition relating the initial observations (un-
dashed versions of variables) to the final observations
(dashed versions of variables). The Boolean variable
ok is a special variable denoting the termination of the
method according to the unifying theories of program-
ming [9], i.e. ok has the value true when the method
terminates.

• FR denotes the non-functionality specification of the
methodop and is a predicate of the form

q `n S =̂ q ⇒ S

whereq is the resource precondition for the method in
the given interface which is the assumption on the re-
sources used by the method, and is represented as a
predicate on the resource variables, andS is the timed
post condition for the method which relates the amount
of time` spent for performing the method and the re-
sources used for the method.S is represented as a
predicate on the resource variables inRES and`.

We use the indexf in `f to distinguish it with̀ n, where
f stands for functional andn stands for non-functional.

Example 1

We give an example to illustrate the meanings of
FR. Let α =̂ {x, y}, FP =̂ x≥0 `f y′2 = x
and FR =̂ P133 + P266 = 1`n((P133 =
1⇒`≤10)∧(P133 = 0⇒`≤5)). Then 〈α, FP, FR〉
represents a timed design to computey =

√
x for a non

negativex in which it takes no more than 10 time units
when performed by a133 Mhz processor, and it takes no
more than 5 time units when performed by a266 Mhz
processor. 2

The predicateq in the non-functional specificationFR
of op represents not only theresource preconditionbut also
the guard for the methodop. The methodop can only be
executed if its resource requirements (represented byq) are
satisfied by the dynamic environment. Therefore, two in-
stances ofop1 andop2 can be concurrently executed if their
guards, namelyqop1 andqop2 are concurrently satisfied by
the running environment. In conclusion, the timed design



model is powerful enough to represent the concurrency of
component methods.

In order to define the parallel or concurrent composition
of timed designs, let’s discuss the nature of resources. In
general, we can classify resources into two kinds: thecon-
sumableresources and thenon-consumableones. Examples
of consumable resources are the energy and device access
time; examples of non-consumable resources are memory,
processor or physical devices. In the concurrent composi-
tion of two methods, their consumable resources are added
to each other to form the consumable resources for the com-
posed method; however, to form the non-consumable re-
sources for the composed method, we have to add the non-
consumable resources of the two component methods when
they are executed properly in parallel, and to take their
max when the two methods are executed in the interleav-
ing mode.

We use a resource predicatetruepar ranging over
{true, false} to denote the capacity of running methods
in parallel. The value oftruepar is true for two sets of
resources (each set is for a method) at a resource state iff
at the current resource state, there are enough resources
for running two methods in parallel. In the case where
there is at least one resource which is exclusively-usable
non-consumable and needed by both the methods and the
available amount of this resource is not enough for running
two methods in parallel,truepar is false. We assume that
truepar is totally defined onRES × RES × RES. This
remark leads to the following definition of theconcurrent
compositionof timed designs.

Definition 2 (Concurrent Composition of Timed Designs)
Let D1 = 〈α1, FP1, FR1〉 andD2 = 〈α2, FP2, FR2〉 be
timed designs. Assume thatα1 ∩ α2 = ∅. Then

D1||D2 =̂ 〈α, FP, FR〉,

where:

• α =̂ α1 ∪ α2,

• FP =̂ FP1 ∧ FP2,

• Let FRi = qi(r) `n Si(r, `), i = 1, 2. Then,FR =̂
q(r) `n S(r, `), whereq(r) = ∃r1, r2 • (q1(r1) ∧
q2(r2) ∧ r = r1 ⊕r r2), andS(r, `) = ∀r1, r2 • (r =
r1⊕r r2 ∧ q1(r1)∧ q2(r2) ⇒ ∃`1, `2 • (` = `1⊕l `2 ∧
S1(r1, `1) ∧ S2(r2, `2))).

In our definition,q(r) holds iff there exists a partition
of r into r1 and r2 such thatq1(r1) and q2(r2) hold.
Similarly,S(r, `) holds iff for any a partition ofr into
r1 and r2 such that if bothq1(r1), q2(r2) hold then
there is a “partition” of ` into `1 and`2 for which both
S1(r1, `1) andS2(r2, `2) hold. We define⊕l and⊕r

as follows:

– `1⊕l`2 = max(`1, `2)/truepar(r1, r2, r).(`1+
`2).

– assume thatri =̂ (ri1 , ri2 , ..., rim) where rij

represents the amount of resourceRj required by
Di, thenr1⊕rr2 = (u1, ..., um) where
uj = r1j + r2j / truepar(r1, r2, r). (r1j + r2j /
consumable(Rj) . max(r1j

, r2j
)).

Here we use the predicatetruepar on the set of in-
volved resources to check if two corresponding methods
can be executed in parallel or not. We use the predicate
consumable(R) to check if the resourceR is consumable
or not. If truepar is true the two methods are executed
in parallel and in this case the amount of each kind of re-
source used in the composition is the sum of the amount of
the corresponding resource used by two methods; the time
spent for running two methods in parallel is the maximal
time spent for both methods. Otherwise, the two corre-
sponding methods are executed in the interleaving mode.
The time spent for running the composition in this case is
the sum of the amount of time spent for running the two
methods. The amount of each kind of resource is the sum
of the corresponding amounts used by each method if the
resource is consumable (the predicateconsumable takes
value true). The amount of non-consumable resources is
summed-up according to the law of maximum. We use non
lazy assumption which means that a task is executable then
it should be executed with no delay.

The disjoint parallel composition defined in our previous
work [5] is just a special case of Definition 2. Thesequen-
tial compositionof timed designs is slightly different from
[5] when taking into account consumable resources together
with non-consumable resources.

Definition 3 (Sequential Composition of Timed Designs)
Let D1 = 〈α, FP1, FR1〉 and D2 = 〈α, FP2, FR2〉 be
timed designs. Then

D1;D2 =̂ 〈α, FP, FR〉,
where:

• Let FP1 = FP1(v′) and FP2 = FP2(v). Then
FP =̂ ∃m • FP1(m) ∧ FP2(m).

• FR =̂ ∃`1, r1, `2, r2 • (FR1[`1/`, r1/r] ∧
FR2[`2/`, r2/r] ∧ ` = `1 + `2) ∧ r = r1 ⊕c r2,
where r1⊕cr2 = (u1, ..., um), and uj =
(r1j

+ r2j
/ consumable(Rj) . max(r1j

, r2j
)).

Here, we useF [x1/x] to denote the expression resulting
from the substitution ofx1 for x in the expressionF .

The definition of the refinement relation for timed de-
signs is just a small extension of the one for the designs as
presented in UTP and also in Jifeng et al’s work [12].



Definition 4 (Timed Design Refinement)A timed design
D1 = 〈α, FP1, FR1〉 is refined by a designD2 =
〈α, FP2, FR2〉 (denoted byD1 v D2) iff

(∀ok, ok′, v, v′ • FP2 ⇒ FP1) ∧ (∀r, ` • FR2 ⇒ FR1)

where v, v′ are vectors of the program variables, and
r denotes a vector of the resource variables,r =
(res1, . . . , resn). The first part of the conjunction is to say
that the functional part ofD2 is a refinement of the the func-
tional part ofD1 as in Jifeng et al’s work [12]. The second
part of the conjunction simply says that if the non-functional
requirement ofD2 is satisfied then the non-functional re-
quirement ofD1 is also satisfied. Hence,D2 can implement
D1.

It is obvious that, like for the untimed designs, we have:

Theorem 1 The relationv is a partial order relation on
the set of timed designs, and the concurrent composition
and the sequential composition are monotonic according to
this relation.

3 Timed Contract

A component can provide and require several interfaces,
however in a formal definition we can regroup them into
one interface which declares the services that the compo-
nent provides as well as the services that the component
needs from other components. The definition of a compo-
nent interface is as follows.

Definition 5 An interface is a tupleI =̂ 〈Fd, Mdp,Mdr〉
where:

• Fd is a finite set of variables (a feature declaration).

• Mdp and Mdr are set of methods declaration; each
method inMdp or Mdr is of the formop(in, out),
wherein andout are sets of variables.Mdp is a set
of provide methods (intended to be the ones that the
associated component provides to the environment),
andMdr is a set of required methods (intended to be
the ones that the associated component requires from
other components). Naturally, we assume thatMdp

andMdr are disjoint sets.

Contract of a real-time embedded component specifies
its interfaces. Namely, to each method declared in the in-
terface, is associated a timed design. The set of timed de-
signs for the component interface is represented by the field
MSpec in the component contract. We need also a re-
source declaration for the component, this constitutes the
field Rd inside the contract. The resource variables and in-
terface variables should be initialized by anInit clause. In

order for the component to provide services as expected,
certain conditions should be imposed on consumable re-
sources. So the contract needs a field representing consum-
ableresource invariant; we denote it asInvR. We suppose
that InvR will be guaranteed when the component is ini-
tialized and during the lifetime of the component, by an
automatic resource self-updated mechanism. We propose
to add into the timed contract an explicit concurrency spec-
ification of methods. This specification is denoted by the
field ConCall. ConCall is a set of predicatesPara with
name of component provide methods as their arguments.
The predicatesPara indicate the way that the component
methods can be concurrently executed.

The timed contract of a component is therefore defined
as follows.

Definition 6 (Timed Contract) A timed contract is a tuple
〈I,Rd,MSpec, Init, Inv, InvR,ConCall〉, where

• I = 〈Fd, Mdp,Mdr〉 is an interface.

• Rd - a resource declaration, which is a subset ofRES.

• MSpec is method specification which associates each
methodop(in, out) ∈ Mdp∪Mdr with a timed design
〈α, FP, FR〉, where(α \ (in ∪ out)) ⊆ Fd.

• Init is an initialization, which associates each vari-
able inFd and each local variable with a value of the
same type, a variable inRd with an integer.

• Inv represents an invariant property of the variables
in the feature declarationFd that can be relied on at
any time that it is accessible from outside. Hence,Inv
is satisfied particularly byInit.

• InvR indicates the resource condition under which the
services of the component can be executed.

• ConCall is a set of predicates; each predicate is of the
form Para(op1, ..., opk) indicating the fact that the
methodsop1, ..., opk can be concurrently executed un-
der the current state of resources.Para(op1, ..., opk)
impliestruepar for the current state of the resources
of every pair of methods in the list of its arguments.

Example 2

Let’s consider a componentDecoder which provides a
methoddecode for decoding video images. The compo-
nent Decoder can support two threads decoding images.
One thread provides25 images per second using a rapid
algorithm and the another provides10 images per second
using a slow algorithm. With the rapid algorithm, the de-
coder needs100KB of memory; with the slow algorithm,
the decoder needs150KB of memory. The time spent for



executingdecode method using the rapid algorithm is not
more than40 milli-seconds. The time spent for executing
decode using the slow algorithm is is not more than100
milli-seconds.

The interface of the componentDecoder is defined as
I(Decoder) = 〈∅, {decode}, ∅〉.

The resource declaration ofDecoder component is de-
fined asRd(Decoder) = {MEM,CPU}. We initial-
ize the resource variables as follows :Init(Decoder) =
{MEM 7→ 400, CPU 7→ 60}. The specification of
decode method is
MSpec(decode) = 〈{source, dest}, source 6= null `f

dest′ = dest∪nextImage(source),
(CPU ≥ 20 ∧MEM ≥ 150) ∨ (CPU ≥ 40 ∧MEM ≥
100) `n (((CPU ≥ 40 ∧ MEM ≥ 100) ⇒ ` ≤
40) ∧ ((CPU ≥ 20 ∧MEM ≥ 150) ⇒ ` ≤ 100))〉

Since all the resources are non-consumable,InvR =
true, and since there is no feature specification,Inv =
true. With the current state of resource, at most two in-
stances ofdecode method can be executed. Therefore
the concurrency specification ofDecoder component is
ConCall = {Para(decode, decode)}.

TheDecoder component is specified with the following
contract:
〈〈∅, {decode}, ∅〉, {MEM,CPU},
{MSpec(decode)},
{MEM = 400, CPU = 60},
true,
true,
{Para(decode, decode)}〉 2

In the definition of timed contract, we have given a “min-
imal” specification for the required methods. In order to of-
fer correct services, the environment has to ensure that the
required services are at least as good as specified according
to the contract.

The resource initialization should establish the resource
invariant, i.e we need the following proof obligation:

(Init|Rd)|ConsumableRES ⇒ InvR

where(Init|Rd)|ConsumableRES denotes the restriction of
Init on the consumable resource variables inRd.

The predicates inConCall have to be validated by
the resource invariant and by the current state of non-
consumable resources, i.e givenPara(op1, ..., opk) ∈
ConCall, we need the following proof obligation:

InvR∧ (Init|Rd)|non−ConsumableRES ⇒ qop1⊗ ...⊗qopk

whereqopi is the resource precondition of the methodopi,
and the operation⊗ is defined below. Let us denoteropi

the
vector of resource variables for the methodopi. We define

the operator⊗ as follows:

qop1 ⊗ ...⊗ qopk
(r) =

∃rop1 , ..., ropk
• (r = rop1 ⊕r ...⊕r ropk

∧qop1(rop1) ∧ ... ∧ qopk
(ropk

))

In case whereInvR is true, we have only one proof
obligation saying that the initialization should validate the
resource precondition of methods in aPara predicate.

We give below some more explanations about the con-
currency specification of methods.

Methods of a component can be concurrently executed if
the resources allocated to the component allow. The intro-
duction of the setConCall at the component contract level
provides an explicit and precise way for the component de-
signers to specify the concurrency of component methods.
From QoS viewpoint, by inspecting the concurrency pred-
icatesPara in ConCall of a component, one can expect
to be deadlock-free and conflict-free on the resource ac-
cess of the component. The predicatesPara are indeed
taken into account for scheduling. Any schedule plan has
to preserve these constraints. The conjunction of predicates
in ConCall takes part of a so-calledschedule invariantof
components. The other part of schedule invariant is derived
from the implementation of threads.

As it can be seen later, components may be assem-
bled resulting in a combined component whose contract
hasConCall calculable fromConCall of the contract of
operand components. In order to facilitate the computa-
tion of combinedConCall we assume that the predicates
Para(op) for all op ∈ Mdp are implicitly included in
ConCall. A specification forConCall of the value∅
(empty set) means that it contains onlyPara(op) and no-
concurrency of methods is possible in the corresponding
component.

Notice also that thePara predicates are not transi-
tive, i.e: Para(op1, op2) ∧ Para(op1, op3) does not imply
Para(op2, op3). In addition,ConCall should be preserved
by the refinement of timed contracts as shown in the follow-
ing definition.

Definition 7 (Timed Contract Refinement)
Timed contract

Ctr1 = 〈〈Fd1,Mdp1 ,Mdr1〉, Rd1,MSpec1, Init1,
Inv1, InvR1, ConCall1〉

is refined by timed contract

Ctr2 = 〈〈Fd2,Mdp2 ,Mdr2〉, Rd2,MSpec2, Init2,
Inv2, InvR2, ConCall2〉,

(denotedCtr1 v Ctr2) iff:

• Fd1 ⊆ Fd2, Rd1 ⊆ Rd2, and Init2|Fd1 =
Init1|Fd1 , Init2|Rd1 ≤ Init1|Rd1 (where for func-
tionsf, f1, f2 and a setA, f |A denotes the restriction



of f on A, andf1 ≤ f2 denotes thatf1 and f2 have
the same domain andf1(x) ≤ f2(x) for all x in their
domain),

• Mdp1 ⊆ Mdp2 , Mdr2 ⊆ Mdr1

• For all methodsopdeclared inMdp1

MSpec1(op) v MSpec2(op)

• For all methodsopdeclared inMdr2

MSpec2(op) v MSpec1(op)

• Inv2 ⇒ Inv1.

• The concurrency constraints declared inCtr1 are pre-
served inCtr2: ConCall2|Mdp1

⊇ ConCall1.

• The resource invariant is weakened under the refine-
ment, i.e:InvR1 ⇒ InvR2|Rd1 .

Roughly speaking, in the timed contractCtr2, more ser-
vices with better quality and functionality are provided, and
less with lower quality and functionality are needed from
the environment.

There is a difficulty in definingConCall of the com-
position of timed contracts. We cannot compute the set
ConCall for the compound one without knowing the im-
plementation of provided methods declared in the operand
timed contracts. Hence the composition of timed contracts
will be defined at the component level (see Section 4). Here
we give a definition for the condition for combining com-
ponents.

Definition 8 (Compatibility of Timed Contracts)
Let Ctri = 〈〈Fdi,Mdpi ,Mdri〉, Rdi,MSpeci,
Initi, InvRi, ConCalli〉, i = 1, 2 be timed contracts. The
contractsCtr1 andCtr2 are compatible iff:

• Their sets of features and provided methods are
compatible, i.e. f ∈ Fd1 ∩ Fd2 implies
Init1(f) = Init2(f) and op ∈ Mdp1 ∩ Mdp2 im-
pliesMSpec1(op) ⇔ MSpec2(op).

• Their sets of provided methods and required methods
are compatible (for connecting): For allop ∈ Mdr1 ∩
Mdp2 , it holds thatMSpec1(op) v MSpec3(op),
and for all op ∈ Mdr2 ∩ Mdp1 , it holds that
MSpec2(op) v MSpec1(op).

The compatibility is not preserved by refinement without
a certain condition. We have:

Theorem 2 Let Ctr1, Ctr2 and Ctr3 be timed contracts
such thatCtr1 andCtr2 are compatible, and contractCtr2

is refined by contractCtr3. Let for all op ∈ Mdr1 ∩
(Mdp3 \Mdp2) it holds thatMSpec2(op) v MSpec1(op),
and for allf ∈ (Fd3 \Fd2)∩Fd1 it holds thatInit3(f) =
Init1(f). ThenCtr1 andCtr3 are compatible

Proof. By direct check for the conditions in Definition 8.2

4 Timed Component

Our component model is used to link the specification
(contract) to code of components. We distinguish between
passive componentswhich provide services andactive com-
ponentswhich are responsible to carry out threads with the
occurrence of triggering events.

Definition 9 A real-time passive component is a tuple
Comp = 〈Ctr,MCode〉, whereComp is identified with
the name of the component, consisting of

• a timed contractCtr = 〈〈Fd, Mdp,Mdr〉, Rd,
MSpec, Init, Inv, InvR, ConCall〉. Contract Ctr
is said to be implemented byComp.

• a mappingMCode assigns to each methodop in Mdp

a design build from basic operators (as well under-
stood or defined in by Jifeng et al. [13] with a suitable
time consumption assumption as time and resource
specification) and the calls to methodsm in Mdr.
MCode satisfies thatMSpec(op) v MCode(op) for
all op ∈ Mdp.

We give some explanations here about this model. When
implementing its contract, a component can use the ser-
vices provided by the environment viaMdr. If there is no
non-functionality requirement for a method, then a protocol
which specifies the temporal order between the calls and is
consistent with the environment, is enough for implement-
ing the functionality requirement of the method. However,
when taking WCET of a method into account, we need to
know how long a call has to wait before being serviced.
In this model, we leave this for the environment to han-
dle, and assume that all methods inMdr have the speci-
fication guaranteed by its environment that should include
also the time needed to handle the calls. In turn, if some
process wants to use a service from a component, it has to
go through a “Scheduler” that will provide the service with
some modification of the timing specification when taking
into account the behavior of the scheduler. So, this model
offers the black box view for components.

Now we have to model how components can be con-
nected. If a componentC1 has a provided serviceop1,
and a componentC2 has a required serviceop2 for which
op1 = op2. Assume thatMSpec2(op2) v MSpec1(op1)
we can combineC1 andC2. The compound component will
not requireop2 any more, however, the use of the provided
serviceop1 by the environment now may be more restricted
than before: those methodsop whose implementation
usesop2 cannot be used in parallel withop1. So, the set
ConCall for the compound component in general should
include all the elements ofConCall1 for C1 andConCall2
for C2, and thosePara(op11 , . . . , op1k

, op21 , . . . , op2j )



where Para(op11 , . . . , op1k
) ∈ ConCall1 and

Para(op21 , . . . , op2j ) ∈ ConCall2 such that
MCode1(op2i

) contains no calls to op1h
and

MCode2(op1h
) contains no calls toop2i

for all h ≤ k and
i ≤ j.

Recall that from the intended meaning ofConCall, in
this paper we use the convention that for any timed contract,
for anyop in the contract,Para(op) ∈ ConCall.

To avoid the complex behavior for the compound com-
ponent, we should rule out the case that methods are imple-
mented using themselves, i.e. to avoid circular calls. So, we
define:

Definition 10 (Composability of Components)Two com-
ponentsC1 andC2 are said to be composable iff their con-
tracts are compatible, and the unfolding of the calls to the
methods inMdpj

in MCodei(op), i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j is not
circular.

It is trivial to formalize what is meant by “the unfolding
of the calls to the methods inMdpj

in MCodei(op), i, j =
i, 2 is not circular”, and we skip this.

Definition 11 (Combination of Components) Let Ci =
〈Ctri,MCodei〉, i = 1, 2 be passive components which
are composable. The combinationC1 ∪C2 is defined as the
componentC = 〈Ctr,MCode〉, where

• Ctr is defined as

Ctr = 〈〈Fd1 ∪ Fd2, (Mdp1 ∪Mdp2),
((Mdr1 ∪Mdr2) \ (Mdp1 ∪Mdp2))〉,

Rd1 ∪Rd2,
MSpec1 ∪MSpec2,
Init1 ] Init2,
Inv1 ∧ Inv2,
InvR1 ⊗ InvR2

ConCall〉,

where ConCall is defined as above, and(Init1 ]
Init2)(x) is defined to be

Init1(x) + Init2(x) if x ∈ RES
Init1(x) if x ∈ Fd1 ∩ Fd2

Init1(x) if x ∈ Fd1 \ Fd2

Init2(x) if x ∈ Fd2 \ Fd1

• MCode(op) = MCode1(op) if op ∈ Mdp1 , and
MCode(op) = MCode2(op) if op ∈ Mdp2 \Mdp1 .

In Definition 11, for a method that appears in the two
components (they should have the same specification as
from the compatibility condition), we always use the code
given by the first component just for the purpose of de-
terminism because the code given in any of the two com-
ponents can be used. In case one wants to make use of

both codes assigned to the methods with the same (equiv-
alent) specification and same name from two components
to be combined for increasing the concurrency (specified in
ConCall), the only thing one has to do is to rename the
methods to make their names different.

Definition 12 (Refinement of Components)Let
Compi = 〈Ctri,MCodei〉, i = 1, 2 be passive
components. Comp1 is said to be refined byComp2

(denoted byComp1 v Comp2) iff Ctr1 v Ctr2.

At this point, we can have a series of “obvious” proper-
ties for our model that are useful for component-based soft-
ware development. Namely, the combination of two com-
ponents, if it becomes close, will be a refinement of each of
them, and the combination of components is monotonic for
the operands with respect to the refinement relation if the
compatibility is not violated.

Theorem 3 The refinement relation is transitive.

Theorem 4 Let C1, C2, C ′
1 and C ′

2 be components such
that C1 and C2 are composable,C ′

1 and C ′
2 are compos-

able. ThenC1 v C ′
1 and C2 v C ′

2 imply (C1 ∪ C2) v
(C ′

1 ∪ C ′
2).

Theorem 5 Let C1 and C2 be composable timed compo-
nents. Then,C1 v C1 ∪ C2 iff Mdr2 ⊆ Mdp1 ∩Mdr1 .

Theorem 6 Let C1, C2 andC3 be timed components that
are pairwise composable. Then,C1 ∪ C2 andC3 are also
composable. Similarly,C1 andC2 ∪ C3 are also compos-
able, and(C1∪C2)∪C3 and(C1∪(C2∪C3) are refinement
of each other (i.e. they are equivalent)

Definition 13 (Active Component) Active components
are defined in the same way as passive components, except
that the active components should have concurrent thread
declarations and event declarations. Active components
are either driven by events from the environment or by their
internal clocks. A thread is defined as

alwaysD followse

wheree is an event which is a Boolean expression, andD is
a method (timed design). The meaning of the notation “D
follows e” is e ⇒ ok ∧ D. Roughly speaking, threadT is
listening for the occurrences of evente; whenever evente
occurs, methodD should be executed. The formal meaning
of the operatoralways is given using Extended Duration
Calculus [2], and is not in the scope of this paper. We refer
the reader elsewhere [5, 10] for the details of the formal
semantics of threads and examples illustrating the concepts
of active and passive components.



Figure 1. An Architecture for Component Sys-
tems

5 An Architecture and a Development
Methodology for Real-time Component
Systems

Now we propose a component-based architecture for
systems in our model. With autonomous components, via
their interface, we can put them together by connectors to
form bigger and bigger components with more and more
services until it becomes closed (i.e. its required interface
is empty), and that the services it provides are enough for
us to satisfy our requirements specified as processes (use-
cases). So, our system built in this way has two parts: the
passive part that is a close component composed from a set
of components, and the active part which are a set of re-
active processes which are triggered by external events and
using services from the passive part to satisfy the requests
from the external actors of the system.

This system architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
From this architecture, we propose a development

methodology for component-based systems as follows.
Suppose that we want to develop a real-time embedded sys-
tem. We do it with the following steps:

• Develop an active component that include all the
threads from the requirements of the system. This ac-
tive component will have a set of required methods that
come from the domain analysis and our development
knowledge.

• Try to develop new passive components and search the
suitable available passive components that can provide
services to the active component. The development of
a component starts with its contract having an empty
set of required methods, and will be repeatedly up-
dated when a service is implemented.

• Put the passive components together in an incremental
way using the composition operation on components
until we can get a “big enough” passive component
that does not have required methods and that have all
provide methods that are required by the active com-
ponent.

• From the predicateConcall of the resulting “big
enough” passive component, and from the design of
the threads (processes) in the active component, we
can analyze the schedulability for the desired system.

6 Related Work

The component model PECOS for field devices [7]
shares the explicit specification of resources with our
model, however our model is more general because we al-
low different kinds of resources while PECOS is interested
only in the memory consumption. Furthermore, there is no
specification on the relation between WCET and resources
in PECOS as it is in our model. Each component in PECOS
represents indeed a task or a thread while in our model, each
component may allow a number of threads. Furthermore,
our model is more denotational, especially when the con-
currency specification is concerned.

The Metropolis meta-model (MMM) [1] provides build-
ing blocks for specifying and designing heterogeneous em-
bedded systems; MMM deals separately with various as-
pects of system design: computation of a component, com-
munication and coordination between components, perfor-
mance goals and constraints, and refinement that model de-
sign steps. The action automata are used to define execu-
tion semantics. Compared with our high level timed de-
signs based on UTP, such a formalism is really at low level.
Metropolis uses the linear temporal language (LTL) to spec-
ify the coordination OCL constraints on events. A so-called
logic of constraint (LOC) is proposed in order to specify
the annotated behaviors of events (mainly time constraints).
We can notice that such a LOC is quite similar to our EDC
language. In the future work, we are planning to add to our
model the concept of protocol [11]. Such kind of proto-
col together with the concurrency constraints proposed in
this paper will be a comparable solution with respect to
the coordination constraints and concurrency mechanisms
in Metropolis.

Tesanovic [17] defined an aspect component model for
real-time systems has been defined. The idea is to weave
into a core component model different aspects representing
QoS properties such as concurrency, security, portability.
The core component model in this approach is very simi-
lar to our model. However, the significant differences of
this model with regard to our model is the capacity of the
dynamic reconfiguration of system. However, the compos-
abilities and a formal semantics for the proposed component
model remain an open question.

Our approach shares the idea of machine independence
proposed by Hayes [8]. However, in Hayes approach, the
refinement is limited only for the transition from real-time
specification to real-time program with deadlines. A timing
analysis is necessary before such a program can be used on
a particular target in order to ensure that all deadlines will be
reached on time. We note that the timing analysis was done
by another mechanism than refinement techniques. In con-
trast, in our approach, the refinement techniques are used
for the transition from specification to final implementation.



Roubtsova et al [18] propose a temporal logic to spec-
ify real-time properties in specification classes. Extended
class diagrams and extended state-chart diagrams are used
together with classical UML diagrams. They also suggest to
use XTG to describe the behaviour of real-time systems and
propose a technique to convert real-time UML with clock
variables into XTG. Shendall et al. [14] propose to spec-
ify timing properties as guards for transition, so state-charts
can specify real-time behavior. They propose the stereotype
“SIP view” to specify the temporal order of the interaction
for different customers to simplify the interactions (multi-
ple views). This approach is similar to our specification of
concurrent threads except that SIP views do not carry tim-
ing information. Dino et al [6] propose a temporal logic is
introduced for specifying dynamic and static properties of
object systems. A map to convert a large fragment of OCL
to the logic is also proposed.

Sifakis et al [15] propose a method to build timed mod-
els of real-time systems by adding time constraints to their
application software. The applied constraints take into ac-
count execution times of atomic statements, the behavior
of the system’s external environment and scheduling policy.
Their model can be analyzed by using time analysis tech-
niques to check relevant real-time properties. In compari-
son with their work, our approach is similar, but we work
at the component level as well as the system level. Also,
in our work, in order to increase the re-usability of a com-
ponent, we specify time as a relation between resource and
time constraints.

7 Conclusion

We have presented an approach to formally model the
component-based real-time embedded systems. The model
is an extension of the one defined in our previous work [5]
to explicitly address the schedule of the concurrent use of
its services as well as timing and resource constraints. The
main purpose of our model is to support the specification
and refinement of components, and possibly the verifica-
tion of the thread deadline constraints with respect to real-
time requirements imposed on the occurrences of triggering
events.

Our model also supports the separation between the
functionality specification from the non-functionality spec-
ification of components, which can simplify the verification
of the functionality requirements, and in many cases can
simplify the verification of non-functional requirements as
well, particularly when the real-time requirements are in the
form of deadline constraints.

With UML, one can derive a component based design
and implementation. But since UML is just semi-formal, it
does not support the formal verification of the system. Fur-
thermore, even real-time UML does not support the timed

design for components. Our technique is used as a nice
complement to UML to support the timed design and the
formal verification of the safety critical systems. With the
separation of non-functionality and functionality during the
system development, we first use UML to design an un-
timed system that satisfies the functionality requirements.
Then, resource and time constraints are added to the un-
timed design of methods based on the timed sequence dia-
grams. After that, the specification of the scheduling for the
concurrent use of services is introduced as global invariants
distributed over the components. The final timed design is
then verified formally against the non-functionality require-
ments.

We are planning to add in our model the concept of inter-
action protocol proposed by Jifeng et al [11] in order to give
a more complete model for schedule invariant. Also, there
is a question if our verification and analysis techniques can
be supported by theorem provers or model-checkers. For
this purpose, we are planning to define explicitly the EDC
timed behaviour for timed designs. Then a study on inte-
gration of our model with Duration-Calculus-embedded B
[3] can lead to the use of B support tools such as AtelierB
[16] or BRILLANT [4] for the validation and verification
purpose.
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